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FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Books


Chapters


Articles


Gjerde M, ‘Heavenly Concrete, St Mary of the Angels Church, Wellington’, *Concrete*, 54, 3, September/October (2010), pp. 14-17.


Other Academic Publications


### Published Conference Papers


Gjerde M, ‘Enduring Concrete Award 2010: St Mary of the Angels Church, Coulcott Street in Wellington’, The New Zealand Concrete Industry Conference (Wellington, New Zealand Concrete Industry, 2010).


Mahravan A, Vale B, ‘The Impact of Sustainable Eco-tourism on Local Economic Systems and Environmental Heritage as a Tool for its Assessment’, Second International Postgraduate Conference on Infrastructure and Environment, edited by LIU Qian, Cathy; OU Yang, Yang; QU Minglu, Lulu; SUN Ke, Daniel; TANG Liyaning, Maggie; Tao Li, Lisa; WANG Yuru, Rachel; ZENG Cheng, Henry; ZHANG Yuxin, Cindy (Hong Kong, Faculty of Construction and Land Use, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 2010), 2, pp. 439-445.


Sutjiadi H Y, Charleson A W, Baird G, 'Integrated Design of Double-Layer Space Structures for High-Rise Buildings', Second International Postgraduate Conference on Infrastructure and Environment, edited by LIU Qian, Cathy; OU Yang, Yang; QU Minglu, Lulu; SUN Ke, Daniel; TANG Liyaning, Maggie; Tao Li, Lisa; WANG Yuru, Rachel; ZENG Cheng, Henry; ZHANG Yuexin, Cindy (Hong Kong, Faculty of Construction and Land Use, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 2010), 2, pp. 204-211.


**Reports**


**Performances**


**Designs**


Artefact/Object/Craftwork


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise

Campays P (Exhibitor), Art Exhibition (Wellington, NZAA, August, 2010).


Mihova Z (Curator), The Vanguard. End of Year Exhibition (Wellington, School of Architecture and Design, November, 2010).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Hanley M C, Kemble Welch A, Birchall N, Purvis D, Finnigan J, Cassidy S, ‘Managed Clinical Networks for Rare Disorders: Epidermolysis Bullosa’, NZORD convened forum with Ministry of Health, the National Health Board and member groups of NZORD (Wellington, November 2009).

Theses

PhD


MArch


Gasson L, ‘Tailorizing Taylorism : to investigate the principles of Taylorism and how they can inform the design of a contemporary movement efficient dwelling’. 2010.


Oakley E, ‘In the wake of change: an urban design response to rising sea levels in Wellington city’. 2010.


DESIGN

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Published Conference Papers


**Other Academic Publications**

Rodriguez Ramirez E, 'How Designers Intend to Elicit Surprise through Interaction', in *PGSA Conference* (Wellington, PGSA, 2010), pp. 18-19.

**Designs**

Easterly D, Kenyon M, *Cloud*, Interactive installation (Fire Sale, MIC Toi Rerehiko Gallery, 2010).


**Film/Videos**

Niemetz A, (Video Direction), 'Les Particules Noires' (France, Centre des Arts D’Enghien Les Bains, 2010).

**Invited Lecture in Named Series**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Petty M M, 'Lighting is Architecture: Richard Kelly and the Imaging of Modern Corporate Architecture', *The Structure of Light Symposium* (Yale School of Architecture, New Haven, October, 2010).

**Theses**

**MDes**


FACULTY OF COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**

Baskerville R F, Evans E, Gillett S A, Wynn-Williams K, *So, appearance does not matter?: A comment on student perceptions and respect towards academic staff at Otago University* (Otago, Department of Accountancy & Business Law, Otago University, 2010), 13, 16pp.


Holmes K, McCann E, *The classification of capital and revenue in accounting and the definition of income in the market-place* (Wellington, VUW, Centre for Accounting, Governance and Taxation Research, 2010), Working Paper No. 73, 47pp.


**Software and Databases**

Holmes K, New Zealand corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country analysis (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K, New Zealand individual taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Cook Islands business & investment, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Cook Islands corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Cook Islands individual taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, New Zealand - Business & Investment, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, New Zealand corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, New Zealand corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, New Zealand individual taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Niue business & investment, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).
Holmes K J, Niue corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Niue individual taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Samoa business & investment, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Samoa corporate taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Samoa individual taxation, IBFD Asia-Pacific taxation and Investment Database-country surveys (IBFD, 2010).

Holmes K J, Smith A M C, Dunbar D G, New Zealand transfer pricing, IBFD Transfer pricing database (IBFD, 2010).


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Bui B T, ‘Risk Drivers and Risk Management Strategies in Response to Climate Change Policies’, Sixth Asia Pacific Interdisciplinary Research in Accounting (APIRA) Conference (Sydney, 11-13 July 2010).


Corbett S F, ‘The Photograph’s Role in Communication: The Case for Copyright Reform’, Centre for Communications and Media Law International Conference (Melbourne, November 2010).

Cordery C J, Baskerville R F, 'A Health(y) Image in the post managerialist age', *Sixth Asia Pacific Interdisciplinary Research in Accounting Conference* (Sydney, July 2010).


Fraser M D, 'A dialogic evaluation of a social accounting technology', *22nd Centre for Social and Environmental Accounting Research (CSEAR) International Congress on Social & Environmental Accounting Research* (Scotland, 1-3 September 2010).


Holmes K J, 'Influence on tax evasion behaviour: Insights from a behavioural simulation experiment', *22nd Annual Conference of the Australasian Tax Teachers Association (ATTA)* (Sydney, Australia, 20–22 January 2010).


Keeper T, ‘Maintaining and asserting security over personal property with specific focus on tangible assets especially in cross border situations’, *INSOL International Academics’ Group Meeting* (Dublin, 11–13 June 2010).


Old K, Van Peursem K, Locke S, ‘An evaluation of the applicability of the current literature to understanding the roles of governing boards of Australasian co-operative dairy companies’, *GIRA Conference* (Lisbon, September 2010).


Smith A M C, ‘New Zealand National report: The Impact of the OECD and UN Model Conventions on Bilateral Tax Treaties’, A Conference on The Impact of the OECD and UN Model Conventions on Bilateral Tax Treaties (Rust, Austria, 8-10 July 2010).


Theses

**PhD**


**MCA**


Rusmani N, 'Public private partnership in New Zealand and Malaysia'. 2010.

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

**Books**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Conference Paper in Published Proceedings


Unpublished Conference Papers

Altman M, ‘In the pursuit of freedom: The behavioral and institutional foundations for the formation and actualization of preferences’, *Allied Social Science Associations (ASSA) Annual Meeting* (Atlanta, January 2010).


Altman M, ‘Selfishness, altruism, moral sentiments and opportunity cost’, *Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics Annual Conference* (San Diego, August 2010).


Krawczyk J B, Tidball M, ‘How to use Rosen’s normalised equilibrium to implement a constrained Pareto-efficient solution?’, *The Workshop on Decision Analysis and Sustainable Development* (Montreal, September 2010).
Krawczyk J B, Tidball M, ‘Sooner or later? On the possibility of accelerating adoption of socially desirable choices’, *14th International Symposium on Dynamic Games and Applications* (Banff, Alberta, June 2010).


Singleton J, ‘Central bankers as entrepreneurs’, *European Business History Association Conference* (Glasgow, August 2010).


### Theses

**PhD**


**MA**


**MCA**


### GOVERNMENT

**Books**


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Pere L, ‘Creating Better Futures: When the theory fails and the future is no more’, *Australasian Psychiatry*, 17, 1, supplement, August (2009), pp. 10–14. DOI:10.1080/10398560902950502.


### Conference Paper in Published Proceedings


### Other Academic Publications


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Reports


Wolf A M, International Perspectives on Social Science: Opportunities for New Zealand (2009), World Social Science Forum.

Theses

PhD


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORMATION MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Books</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monographs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edited Collections</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapters</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Oliver G C, Konsa K, ‘Dismantling bureaucracies and technological change: impacts on recordkeeping and the influence of organizational culture’, in I-CHORA 5: Fifth International Conference on the History of Records and Archives (United Kingdom, University of Liverpool, 2010).

Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Strode D E, ‘Coordination in agile software development projects: an empirical research design’, New Zealand Computer Science Research Student Conference (NZCSRSC) (Wellington, April 2010).

Theses

PhD


Muinde F N N, ‘Investigation of factors affecting the adoption of information and communication technologies for communication of research output in research institutions in Kenya’. 2009.

Tate M, ‘Reflections on perceived online service quality: structure, antecedents, ontology, theory and measurement’. 2010.


MANAGEMENT

Edited Collections


Chapters


Pearce D G, ‘From the geography of tourism to tourism management’, in The Discovery of Tourism, edited by Stephen Lj Smith (United Kingdom, Emerald Group, 2010), 13, pp. 139-152.


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


Schott C, 'The big OE: Examining a New Zealand tradition from the 50s to today', in *New Zealand Tourism and Hospitality Research Conference* (Auckland, School of Hospitality & Tourism and NZ Research Institute, Auckland University of Technology, 2010), p. 114.


Sheffield J, 'Systems Perspectives in Problem Structuring: Experimental individual & group exercises', in *Action Learning, Action Research Association (ALARA) World Congress* (Melbourne, Australia, 2010).

Sheffield J, Lemetayer J T, 'Identifying the critical factors in software development methodology fit', in *Action Learning, Action Research Association World Congress* (Melbourne, Australia, 2010).


**Published Conference Papers**


44 Staff and Student Research 2010


Sankaran S, Haslett T, Sheffield J, ‘Systems thinking approaches to address complex issues in project management’, PMI Global Congress (Melbourne, Australia, 2010).


Reports


Schott C, South Georgia visitor questionnaire survey report (South Georgia, Government of South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands, 2010), 87pp.

Conference Poster Presentations

McDonald P, 'Contribution of Neuroscience to Authentic Leadership', NeuroLeadership Summit, UCLA (Los Angeles, USA, October 2009).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Leitch S, Davenport S J, Motion J, Renton M, 'The 'Truth' of science and the branding of food products and organizations', 26th EGOS Colloquium (Lisbon, July 2010).

McDonald P, 'Maoism versus Confucianism: competing ideological influences on modern Chinese business leaders', ECCLAR-EABIS Conference (Shanghai, June 2010).

Motion J, Leitch S, Davenport S J, 'Global network facilitators, entrepreneurial mavericks and deal makers', 26th EGOS Colloquium (Lisbon, July 2010).


Plimmer G N, Thurston K, ‘Possible selves and career transitioning to leadership’, CDANZ Career Research Conference (Wellington, July 2010).


Theses

PhD


**MCA**


**MMS**


**MTM**


### MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


Published Conference Papers

Borghoff T, ‘The globalisation of firms as social system’, 36th European International Business Academy (EIBA) Annual Conference (Portugal, School of Economics of the University of Porto, 2010), pp. 1–25.


Johnstone M, Todd S, ‘The Servicescape and the social role it plays in consumers’ lives’, European Association for Consumer Research (EACR) Conference (Surrey, United Kingdom, Royal Holloway University of London, 2010), p. 22.


Theses

PhD


MCA


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Reports**


Unpublished Conference Papers


EDUCATION POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Books


Monographs


Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


Stevens K J, ‘From closed to open classes: repositioning schools to sustain rural communities’, *Education in Rural Australia*, 20, 1, January (2010), pp. 1–16.


**Other Academic Publications**


Te One S, 'Titoro mai, Titiro atu: curriculum at Otaki Kindergarten, a New Zealand Centre of Innovation', in *European Early Childhood Education Research Association Annual Conference* (Birmingham, EECERA, 2010).


**Invited Lecture in Named Series**


**Published Conference Papers**


McLeod H, Bride K, Stevens K J, ‘Performing according to the script? Dress as technology amongst pre-service teachers in Newfoundland and Labrador’, *e-Learning: The Horizon and Beyond* (St John’s Newfoundland, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 2010).


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Bowell I E, ‘Community support for teacher learning in visual art’, *Arts: Fifth International Conference on the Arts in Society* (Sydney, July 2010).

Cornforth S, ‘Sustaining the international whanau in a warming world: recent thinking in psychology and ethics’, *Pacific Counselling Hui* (Auckland, September 2010).


Craig B, ‘Social media: friend or foe?’, Bright Star (Wellington, March 2009).


Service B M, ‘Student voice’, National Association of Secondary Deputy and Assistant Principals’ Conference (Hastings, August 2009).
Sheehan M, ‘Argument is fine but there has to be evidence: historical thinking and the disciplinary perspective’, History Teachers’ Association of Australia Annual National Conference (Sydney, July 2010).


Stephenson A M, ‘Where is the ‘real’ world?’, A Rainbow in My Head: Early Childhood Workshop Day (Wellington, July 2010).

Stevens K J, ‘The policy challenge of providing rural educational opportunities: a New Zealand connection with Canada’, Canada and New Zealand: Connections, Comparisons and Challenges (Wellington, February 2010).

Stevens K J, ‘Three steps to enhance e–teaching in small schools’, Distance Education Association of New Zealand Conference (Wellington, April 2010).


Te One S, ‘Listening to children. What can they teach us about children’s rights?’, Heretaunga Kindergarten Association Annual Conference (Hastings, July 2010).

Te One S, ‘Listening, really listening?’, Heretaunga Kindergarten Association Annual Conference (Hastings, July 2010).


Terreni L, ‘Examining how information and communication technology can support visual art in early childhood settings’, Teacher Research Course Committee Conference: Opening the treasure box: Early Childhood Arts Conference (Auckland, October 2009).

Terreni L G, Gunn A, Kelly J P, Surtees N, 'In and out of the closet: successes and challenges experienced by gay and lesbian headed families in their interactions with the education system in New Zealand', Centre for Equity and Innovation conference: Honoring the child, honoring equity: Children’s rights in research, policy and practice (Melbourne, November 2009).


Thornton K R, 'Leadership journeys: experiences of participants in a doctoral study involving the use of ICT to support leadership development', NZEALS International educational leadership conference, Leadership: a juggling act? (Christchurch, April 2010).


**Reports**

Craig B, Coman C, Preliminary report on the Wellington Loop (Wellington, Department of Internal Affairs, December, 2009), 91pp.


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises**

Bowell I E (Sculptor), Wood, paper, form (Oneroa, Waiheke Community Art Gallery, November-December, 2010).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MEd**

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

Books

Edited Collections

Chapters


Articles


Ferry D, ‘What do student teachers learn from their students?’, *Set: Research Information for Teachers*, 3 (2010).


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Manins E, ‘Finding an ecological assessment system for New Zealand schools’, Third Educational Psychology Forum (Christchurch, November 2010).
### Reports


### Theses

**PhD**

Tait C F, 'Testing times: The impact of Chinese undergraduate students' perceptions of two examination formats on their motivation, study strategies, and approaches to learning'. 2010.

### TE KURA MĀORI

#### Books


#### Edited Collections


#### Chapters


#### Articles


## Other Academic Publications


## Unpublished Conference Papers


## Reports


## Theses

**MEd**

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Designs**


**Published Conference Papers**


Unpublished Conference Papers


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MEng**


**MSc**


FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ART HISTORY, CLASSICS AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Books


Monographs


Edited Collections


Chapters


---

Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises

Barton C J (Curator), Anthony McCall: Drawing with Light (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 24 February–25 April, 2010).

Barton C J (Curator), Play On (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 8 May–25 July, 2010).

Batchen G J (Curator), Suspending Time: Life–Photography–Death (Shizuoka, Japan, Izu Photo Museum, April – August, 2010).


Masterson M (Curator), Capturing the Gaze (Wellington, Mark Hutchins Gallery, March, 2010).

Published Conference Papers


McCarthy C P, ‘From cultural studies to cultural history: Theories, sources and methods in the study of colonial culture in nineteenth century New Zealand’, Beyond representation: Cultural histories of colonial New Zealand (History Department, University of Otago, 2010).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Bulbulia J, 'Coordination at scale: the cooperative affordances of religious rituals', *Adaptive Logic Group* (Santa Barbara, January 2010).

Bulbulia J, 'Evolutionary cognitive science of religion', *IAHR Conference* (Toronto, August 2010).


Davidson L M, 'At leisure in the museum: Understanding the value of visitor experiences in the heritage sector', *Australia and New Zealand Association of Leisure Studies conference* (Brisbane, February 2010).


Masterson M J, 'Who Tells the Silent Ones of Life?: Masculinity and Statius *Thebaid*', *Celtic Classics Conference* (Edinburgh, July 2010).


Morris P, 'Man, Maori and mayhem: Durkheim down under', *NZASR Conference* (Wellington, June 2010).


Pomeroy A, 'Gangsterism in Rome, Season Two', *Classical Association* (Cardiff, April 2010).


Puetz B, “Carnival - more than a jolly name: Margaret Mahy's The Tricksters and Mikhail Bakhtin's Carnival Theory', Children's and Young Adult Literature in New Zealand Symposium (Wellington, June 2010).

Radich M, “Possible Predecessors of Paramartha's *malavijnana in India and China: Towards a Better Model of the 'Sinification' of Buddhist Concepts', Workshop on the Indian Buddhist Thought in 6th-7th Century China (March 2010).


Spiteri R, 'The automatic message: Surrealism and the limits of aesthetic revolution', Aesthetic Revolutions: Workshop and Symposium (Santa Cruz, November 2010).


Trundle M, ‘Money and Greek Culture’, Greek Culture Conference (University of Queensland, Brisbane, October 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**

MA

ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES

Books and Scholarly Editions

Edited Collections
Buettner A S, New Zealand Journal of Media Studies (Wellington, Victoria University, 2010), 12, 1, 6pp.
Redmond S A, Celebrity Studies (New Zealand, Routledge, 2010).

Chapters

Staff and Student Research 2010


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Carnegie D, “A Writing Mechanical Pendant”: Staging Teaching in ’Westward Ho‘, Australia New Zealand Shakespeare Association (Sydney, June 2010).

Currie A R, ’MTV’s The Hills: A Leading US Docusoap‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Hackshaw F H, ’Three Theatrical Adaptations of Laxdœla Saga‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies (SEFTMS) Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Hawcroft F N, ’Troilus in Bucharest: the Use of Literature in Olivia Manning’s Fortunes of War Series‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies (SEFTMS) Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Hong S H, ’Towards Spectacular Nationality: Media Production of Korean Nationality through the 2002 World Cup‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies (SEFTMS) Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Kirlew A J, ’Desiree Anderson‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Mirzaee Porkoli J, ’Public Space Without Conditions‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Pohl M W, ’Margaret Mahy’s The Tricksters and Myths of Dionysus‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Richardson S C, ’Drawing the Archive in Art Spiegelman’s Maus and Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Ruth A M, ’The Improvised Elements of Rituals on the New Zealand Marae and their Application to Theatre Performance‘, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).

Sautter L M, ‘Women’s Shipboard Diaries: Writing the Voyage to New Zealand’, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies (SEFTMS) Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Sugandi K L, ‘From Tourist to Traveller: Discourses of Authenticity and Self-Transformation in Television Travel Genres’, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Waghorn M R, ‘Writing in a War Zone: The Uses of History in Two Recent Australian Novels’, Victoria University of Wellington School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies (SEFTMS) Postgraduate Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


**Performances**

Carnegie D, (Dramaturg), Sir Thomas Wyatt (Wellington, Studio 77, 2010).

Davenport J M, (Scenic Designer), The Dixie Swim Club (Hawaii, Manoa Valley Theatre, January 14 – 31, 2010).


O’Donnell D, (Director), The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald adapted for the stage by Ken Duncum (Wellington, Circa Theatre, 31 July – 28 August, 2010).

Tweddle B E, (Director and Producer), Mo & Jess Kill Susie by Gary Henderson (Belgium, Germany, Romania, Europe, 21 October – 9 November, 2010).

Tweddle B E, (Actor and Producer), Skin Tight by Gary Henderson (Germany and Romania, Consol Theater and Fabrica de Pensule Contemporary Arts Centre, 27 October – 11 November, 2010).

**Dramatic and Literary Texts**

Jackson A A (Poetry), ‘Dancing on Iego’, JAAM (Just Another Art Movement), September (2010).


Jackson A A (Poetry), ‘Red Riding Hood; Red Riding Hood’s mother; Exit, pursued; Let alone; My brother twelve swans,’ International Literary Quarterly (2010).
**Theses**

**PhD**


Coelho P, 'Exploring the lyric-dramatic interaction in the work of T.S. Eliot'. 2010. [English/Theatre]

Jones T, 'The Gothic as a practice: Gothic studies, genre and the twentieth century Gothic'. 2010. [English]


Ross M, 'Developing cinematic culture [electronic resource]: a South American case study'. 2010. [Film]

van Dijk A, 'Towards a new Pacific theatre: practice-led enquiry into a model of theatre making that relates to the geography, culture and spiritual values of Aotearoa/New Zealand'. 2010. [Theatre]

Zohrab I, 'Dostoevsky and England: F. M. Dostoevsky's editorship of the weekly newspaper The citizen (1873-1874) with special reference to its discourse of Englishness and the insight this offers to his subsequent writing'. 2010. [English]

**MA**

Bogle Petterson T, 'Childishness, primitivism and the primitive as child in the anti-imperialist works of Robert Louis Stevenson'. 2010. [English]


Currie A, 'MTVs The hills: a leading American docusoap'. 2010. [Media Studies]

Hong S H, 'Towards spectacular nationality: media production of Korean nationality through the 2002 World Cup'. 2010. [Media Studies]

Marston K, 'Representations of female adolescence in the teen makeover film'. 2010. [Film]

McDaniels I, 'Beautiful external life to watch and ponder: Katherine Mansfield confronting the material'. 2010. [English]

Paterson A, 'Keats as a reader'. 2010. [English]

Pohl M, 'Classical myth and Margaret Mahy's young adult fiction'. 2010. [English]

Ross I, 'Shaping and cutting and improving and adding: acknowledged and hidden influences in Scott Westerfeld's Uglies series and Philip Pullman's His dark materials'. 2010. [English]

Scudder E, 'Reading rape in Livy's History of Rome, Shakespeare's The Rape of Lucrece, and J. M. Coetzee's In the heart of the country'. 2010. [English]

**HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

**Books**


Edited Collections

Bandyopadhyay S, *India in New Zealand: Local Identities, Global Relations* (Dunedin, Otago University Press, 2010), 269pp.


Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


McMillan K, ‘Freedom of Movement and Regional Integration’, *Comparative Regional Integration Project Roundtable* (Christchurch, November 2010).


Muckle A G, ‘Colonial Administration, the Community of Race and the Category of Indigène in New Caledonia, 1887–1946’, *Race in Oceania Conference* (Canberra, January 2010).


### Theses

**PhD**


**MA**


LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Sonzogni M, All Black (Balerna, Edizioni Ulivo, 2010), 8pp.

Sonzogni M, The Line/La Linea (Balerna, Edizioni Ulivo, 2009).

Sonzogni M, Una Parola (Mendrisio, Josef Weiss Edizioni, 2010), 8pp.

Sonzogni M, Polimeni G, Se il sole si rompe. Una poesia (gi) edita (Balerna, Edizioni Ulivo, 2009), 4pp.

Edited Collections

Black D, Epstein S, Tokita A, Complicated currents: media flows, soft power and East Asia (Melbourne, Australia, Monash University ePress, 2010), 244pp.


Chapters


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Ito Y, ‘Conflicting views of religions and state: nationalism and liberalism after the high treason incident’, *Bond University* (Gold Coast, August 2010).

Ito Y, ‘Japan’s cultural mission – Inoue Tetsujiro and Sawayanagi Masataro’, *Public lecture held at Waseda University* (Tokyo, December 2010).


Ito Y, ‘Yamaji Aizan’s study of the Japanese history of overseas relations’, *Conference on Comparative Culture* (Gunma Paz College Japan, June 2010).


Sutherland M A, ‘Art and politics in Elisabet Delbruck’s African Diary’, Victoria University of Wellington German Colloquium (Wellington, April 2010).

Tempian M, ‘Manfred Winkler, ein dichter des Jerusalemer Lyris-Kreises, im Zwieggersprach mit Paul Celan’, Victoria University of Wellington German Colloquium (Wellington, April 2010).

Tempian M, ‘They had a foot in every century and every world ... Deutschsprachige EmigrantInnen zwischen europäischer Herkunft und neuseeländischer Zukunft’, Das Exil der kleinen Leute (Paris, November 2009).


### Dramatic and Literary Texts


Epstein S J, (Translator), The Long Road, by Kim In-Suk (Portland, Maine, MerwinAsia, 2010), 113pp.

Miranda C C (Translator), ‘Saverio, the cruel, Robert Arlt’, The Mercurian, 2, 4, June (2010), pp. 96-144.


Sonzogni M, (Translator), Translation of S Heaney, Two Poems/Due Poesie (Mendrisio, Josef Weiss Edizioni, 2010).


### Theses

**MA**


### LINGUISTICS AND APPLIED LANGUAGE STUDIES

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


Byrd P, Coxhead A J, ‘On the other hand: Lexical bundles in academic writing and in the teaching of EAP’, University of Sydney Papers in TESOL, 5 (2010), pp. 31-64.


King B W, “All us girls were like euuh!”: Conversational work of be like in New Zealand adolescent talk’, *New Zealand English Journal*, 24 (2010), pp. 15-32.


Vine E W, “As” and ‘so’: Contrasting patterns of use of high frequency multifunctional words’, TESOLANZ Journal, 17 (2009), pp. 30-43.


Other Academic Publications


Boers F, ‘Re(de)fining the construct of ‘noticing’: The role of awareness and attention in SLA’, in 20th Annual Conference of the European Second Language Association (EUROSLA) (Italy, Reggio Emilia, 2010).


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


File K, “‘Full credit to the opposition” Analysing the language of post match interviews – some preliminary findings’, The Worlds of Football: Triumphs, Trials and Traumas (Melbourne, September 2010).


Hui S Y, ‘I can go on holiday now... Engagement and Rapport Building in Call Centre Discourse’, 12th New Zealand Language and Society Conference (Auckland, November 2010).


Ker A J, ‘Graded Writers’: Designing materials to help EAP students write better data comparisons’, Context & Communication Mediating Language Learning (Dunedin, October 2010).


Kusmierczyk E, ‘“I don’t talk like you. I don’t look like you” - taking the multimodal perspective on ‘new racism’ in institutional discourse’, Critical Approaches to Discourse Analysis Across Disciplines (CADAAD) (Lodz, Poland, September 2010).


McKee R M, ‘Interactive Practice Online’, *New Zealand Sign Language Teachers Association Conference* (Wellington, November 2010).


McKinley J G, ‘Without a writing center, students feel the university is failing them’, *Independent Learning Association Conference* (Hong Kong, June 2009).


Nguyen T, ‘Learner autonomy and EFL learning at the tertiary level in Vietnam’, *The 8th Asian TEFL International Conference* (Hanoi, August 2010).


Parkinson J, ‘How we use language for reasoning: Teaching the discourse features of Discussion of Results’, *Context & Communication Mediating Language Learning* (Dunedin, October 2010).

Parkinson J, ‘Reasoning in the Discussion Section of Research Articles: Cause, Condition, Purpose, and Comparison’, *Second Conference of the Asia-Pacific Rim LSP (APACLSP) and Professional Communication Association* (Kuala Lumpur, July 2010).


Riddiford N M, ‘Showing Interest and Involvement: effective listener strategies in English’, Wellington branch of the TESOL Association of Aotearoa New Zealand (WATESOL) Expo (Wellington, June 2010).


Truong H H M, ‘Teacher feedback in the first language (L1) or the target language (TL): Does it make a difference?’, Context & Communication Mediating Language Learning (Dunedin, October 2010).


Reports


Theses

PhD


Stubbe M, "Was that my misunderstanding?: managing miscommunication and problematic talk at work": 2010.


**MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MĀUI)**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


McFadgen B G, 'Archaeoseismology - A New Zealand Perspective', in *A Salute to the Captain – Celebrating the 100th Birthday of Emeritus Professor J.B. Mackie, 3 September 2010* (Dunedin, University of Otago School of Mines, 2010), pp. 85-100.

**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Bargh M, 'Credit where credit is due/corporating the Maori', *Oceanic Conference on International Studies* (Auckland, June–July 2010).


Bargh M, 'Provocation', *Running Hot Conference* (Wellington, November 2010).


**Theses**

**MA**


Kumar T, ‘Kia mäia ki te känga o tä koutou ahi = Keeping the home fires burning’; 2010.


**MUSIC**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


van Rij I, ‘Back to (the music of) the future: Aesthetics of technology in Berlioz’s Euphonia and Damnation de Faust’, *American Musicological Society Conference* (Indianapolis, 4–7 November 2010).

van Rij I, ‘“Did the old world ever suspect such poetry?” – Colonial musical encounters and the construction of the New Zealand soundscape’, *Conference of the Society for Ethnomusicology* (Los Angeles, 11–14 November 2010).

van Rij I, ‘Symphonie fantasmagorique?: a closer look at Berlioz’s spectral visions’, *Conference of the New Zealand Musicological Society and the Musicological Society of Australia* (Dunedin, 2–4 December 2010).

**Performances**

Ansell G R, (Guest artist), *Five concert tour with the Amici Ensemble* (Christchurch, Greytown, Waikanae, Wellington, Upper Hutt, April, 2010).

Ansell G R, Beilman D C, Gjelsten R P, Pohl H, (New Zealand String Quartet), *Mendelssohn Volume 3 of Complete Mendelssohn set (includes Quartet Opus 44 No 1, Opus 81 Nos 1 and 2 and Opus 0)*, New Zealand String Quartet (Naxos, 2010), 8.570003.


Kapur A, Bahn C, Hahn T, Burgin C, Murphy J, (Performer), *Symbiotic Human/Machine Orchestra* (Jose CA, 01SJ Biennial Digital Arts FestivalSan, September 17, 2010).


Lisik D, (Performer), *Gil Evans’ Porgy and Bess for Jazz Orchestra* (Upper Hutt and Manawatu Jazz Festival, Palmerston North, The Wellington Jazz Orchestra featuring Clay Jenkins (USA) and Jon Papenbrook (USA), 4–5 June, 2010).


Lisik D, (Performer), *The Wellington Jazz Orchestra featuring Allen Vizzutti (USA)* (Wellington, 30 June, 2010).

Lisik D, (Performer), *The Wellington Jazz Orchestra featuring Steve Houghton (USA)* (Wellington, 28 September, 2010).


Compositions


Lisik D, ‘Origin of Species’ (70 mins, 10 movements for jazz orchestra, 2010).
Lisik D, 'Statler and Waldorf: original work for jazz orchestra' (10 mins, Premiered by the University of Memphis Jazz Orchestra at the Jazz Education Network Conference, New, 2010).

Lisik D, 'The Curse of the Queen's Diamond' (60 mins, 12 movements for mixed chamber ensemble of improvising musicians, 2010).


Norris M, 'Sgraffito for chamber orchestra', Premiered by the Hilversum Radio Chamber Orchestra, 16 mins (17 October, Donaueschinger Musiktag Festival, 2010).


Psathas J, 'Drum Corps International World Championships (DVD); Boston Crusaders featuring the arrangement of Planet Damnation', (Indianapolis, Label Drum Corps International, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Drum Corps International World Championships (DVD); Boston Crusaders featuring the Core of Temptation (arrangement of Maenads from View From Olympus)', (Indianapolis, Drum Corps International, 2009).

Psathas J, 'Feed Us; Blue; Sky is Over; Lie Lie Lie; Money; Baby; Gate 21; The Charade; Honking Antelope; Saving Us; Elect the Dead; Falling Stars; Beethoven’s C**T; Empty Walls (Arrangements by J Psathas)', ELECT THE DEAD SYMPHONY: PSATHAS J & TANKIAN S. ELECT THE DEAD SYMPHONY: SERJ TANKIAN AND THE AUCKLAND PHILHARMONIA: H MCKECH (Little Bushman LB003, Serjical Strike/Reprise 9362498549, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Good For Nothing' (80 minutes), Feature Film Score, (2010).


Psathas J, 'Nemeton: Rainer Romer featuring Fragment for vibraphone and piano', EMCD-012 (Frankfurt am Main, Ensemble Modern Medien, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Gyftiko' (5 mins, Solo Violin, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Songs For Simon' (15 mins, Piano and CD, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Soundtrack for a Happy Life' (40 mins, Saxophone, drums, and looping pedals, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Super City Fanfare' (3 mins, Brass and percussion, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Tarantismo' (8 mins, Symphony orchestra, 2010).

Psathas J, 'The New Zeibekiko' (90 mins, clarino solo, percussion solo, percussion quartet, and symphony orchestra, 2010).


Psathas J, 'Abhisheka (string orchestra) 9 minutes’ (11 February, Centennial Concert Hall, Winnipeg, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Djinn concerto (marimba and orchestra) 20 minutes, Pedro Carneiro (perc)' (April-May, Wellington Town Hall, Auckland Town Hall, Christchurch, Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Elect the Dead Symphony for orchestra and singer. 75 minutes' (June-July, European Tour, Russia, Poland, Czech, Austria, Germany, Italy, 2010).
Psathas J, 'Jettatura for solo piano. 5 minutes' (1 June, Fulton Ferry Landing, Brooklyn, New York, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Luminous (orchestra) 5 minutes' (March, Christchurch Town Hall, Rialto Theatre, Strovolos Municipal Theatre, Markideion Theatre, Christchurch, Cyprus, Limassol, Nicosia, Paphos, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Omnifenix saxophone, drum set, and orchestra. 17 minutes' (17 October, Peace Center for the Performing Arts, Greenville, South Carolina, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Saxon (brass band) 10 minutes' (9 February, Centennial Concert Hall, Winnipeg, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Songs for Simon (Piano and CD)' (30 May, Ilott Concert Chamber, Wellington, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Soundtrack for a Happy Life (saxophone, drums, and looping pedals) 40 minutes. Premiered by Adam Page and Ronny Ferella' (3 August, Wheatsheaf Hotel, Adelaide, 2010).

Psathas J, 'View From Olympus Concerto (piano and percussion) 20 minutes' (12 February, Centennial Concert Hall, Winnipeg, 2010).

Psathas J, 'View From Olympus Concerto (piano and percussion) 20 minutes' (26 June, Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin Konzertscheune Ulrichshusen, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Zeibekiko (clarino solo, percussion solo, percussion quartet, and symphony orchestra) 90 minutes' (March, The Netherlands Blazers Ensemble, The Netherlands, 2010).

Psathas J, 'Super City Fanfare (brass and percussion). Premiered by the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra' (1 November, Auckland Town Hall, Auckland, 2010).

Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises


Theses

PhD
Rickson D, 'The development of a music therapy school consultation protocol for students with high or very high special education needs'. 2010.

MMus

MTh
Stamenovic M, 'Engagement in music therapy :a detailed study of communication between the therapist and client presenting with severe and multiple handicaps'. 2010.
Wang A, 'Music analysis of clinical improvisations with an adolescent who has communication difficulties'. 2010.
Young J, 'Perspectives on developing a music therapy programme within an educational setting for adolescents with mental health issues'. 2010.
**NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH**

**Articles**


Jutel A, 'Medically unexplained symptoms and the disease label', *Social Theory & Health*, 8, 3 (2010), pp. 229-245.


**Other Academic Publications**


MeetingAbstracts/A1005.

**Conference Poster Presentations**


Quirke, S., Cavana., R. A systems thinking analysis of the factors which affect the care of acutely unwell ward patients in New Zealand. European Society of Intensive Care Medicine, Annual Scientific meeting (Barcelona, October 2010).

**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Quirke, S. Factors which influence the care of acutely unwell ward patients: An international perspective. Southampton University Hospitals Trust Conference (Southampton, February 2010)

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


**MN**


**SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Trundle C J, ‘Against the gated community: contesting the “ugly American dream”’, in Local Lives; Migration and the Politics of Place, edited by B Bönisch-Brednich (Farnham, Ashgate, 2010), pp. 31-48.

Articles


Kirkman A, ‘My bed or our bed?: Gender negotiations in the sleep of same-sex couples’, Sociological Research Online, 15, 2, April (2010).

Levine H B, ‘Claiming indigenous rights to culture, flora and fauna: a contemporary case from New Zealand’, PolAR, 33, S1, March (2010), pp. 36-56.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Harrington C, 'Politization of sexual violence and post cold war peacekeeping', *British Sociological Association Conference* (Glasgow, April 2010).


Hutton F, 'It's better to have them than not: students and harm reduction', *The 8th Dangerous Consumptions Colloquium* (Canberra, 2010).


Jordan J, 'Women surviving rape', *New Zealand Union of Students' Associations Conference* (Wellington, January 2010).


Kirkman A M, 'Mobile memories: cemeteries and other memorial sites', *Mobility Symposium: Towards a Movement-Driven Social Science in Aotearoa/New Zealand* (Dunedin, November 2010).

Kirkman A M, 'Revisiting ‘social death’: the case of dementia', *British Sociological Association Conference* (Glasgow, April 2010).


Pratt J D, ‘What can we learn from Scandinavia?’, *Prison Fellowship Trust: Breaking Down the Barriers* (Silverstream, October 2010).


Pratt J D, Eriksson A, ‘Mr Larson is walking out again: The origins and development of Scandinavian prison policy’, *ANZCCC: The Australian And New Zealand Critical Criminology Conference* (Sydney, July 2010).


Sissons J D, ‘Fetishizing the world: idolatry, literacy and chiefly power in Eastern Polynesia’, *Australian Anthropological Society: Anthropology and the Community to Come* (Geelong, September 2010).

Stanley E E, ‘Human rights, truth and justice’, *British Society of Criminology Conference* (Leicester, July 2010).


**Reports**


**Theses**

**PhD**


Houghton R M E, “‘We had to cope with what we had” : agency perspectives on domestic violence and disasters in New Zealand’. 2010.


**MA**


**VA’AOMANÜ PASIFIKA**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Teaiwa T K, ‘For CPIS on its Diamond Anniversary: Celebrating (and calibrating) Connections’, *Center for Pacific Islands Studies Conference* (Honolulu, 4–6 November 2010).

Dramatic and Literary Texts

Theses
MA
FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books


McLay G P, Butterworths Student Companion: Torts (Wellington, LexisNexis, 2010), 6 Ed.


Monographs


Edited Collections


Costi A, VUWLR Special Issue: Global and Regional Perspectives on International Humanitarian Law (Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington Law Review, 2010), 41, 2, 184pp.


Looseleaf Treatises and Commentaries


Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Knight D R, Office of Auditor-General, *Guidance for Members of Local Authorities on the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968* (Wellington, Office of the Auditor-General, 2010), 63pp. R:\Research Outputs\Faculty of Law\FL-School of Law\KNIGHT.


### Software and Databases


### Published Conference Papers


### Unpublished Conference Papers


Butler P, ‘We sing in unison with different voices - human rights in European Union’, *Europe Twenty Years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall: Overcoming ‘East and West’ International Conference* (Wellington, November 2009).


Frankel S, ‘Copyright: International Agreements and Free Trade Agreements’, 300 Years of Copyright Law: From Statute of Anne to Digital Copyright 2012 (East China University of Politics and Law, Shanghahi, November 2010).


Frankel S, ‘Rights and interpretation Charter-style: some reflections on R v Momcilovic’, Annual Conference of Supreme Court of Victoria, Law in Context (Melbourne, September 2010).


Knight D R, ‘Local Authority Decision-Making and the Consideration of Community Views: Obligation and Observance’, We the People(s): Engagement and Participation in Government (Wellington, February 2010).


McDonald E, ‘An Overview of Trial Process Reforms in Sexual Cases’, *Criminal Bar Association Conference* (Queenstown, August 2010).

McDonald E, ‘Provoking Law Reform: The Role of Feminists and the Queer Community in the Repeal of Section 169’, *We the People(s): Engagement and Participation in Government* (Wellington, February 2010).


Prebble J, ‘Form: an Exogenous Element in Taxation Cases (Comment)’, *The Grapperhaus Colloquium Jurisprudential Perspectives of Taxation Law* (Amsterdam, September 2010).


Sawyer C A, ‘Uncertainty: increased fuzziness in the areas of proprietary estoppel, mutual wills and unascertained goods’, Australasian Law Teachers’ Association Conference (Auckland, July 2010).


**FACULTY OF SCIENCE**

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**

### Books


### Edited Collections


### Chapters


**Articles**


Staff and Student Research 2010


**Other Academic Publications**


**Conference Published Papers**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


Berman J, Kelly M, Bell J J, ‘Are sponge biodiversity patterns consistent with the bioregions proposed based on overall marine biodiversity in New Zealand?’, *International Sponge Conference* (Girona, Spain, September 2010).


Cardenas C, Bell J J, 'Distributional patterns and spatial interactions between sponges and macroalgae studied at different sites in subantarctic rocky reefs', *International Sponge Conference* (Girona, Spain, September 2010).


Field J J, Singh A J, Kanakkanthara A, Northcote P T, Miller J H, 'Identification of zampanolide, a potent macrolide isolated from the Tongan marine sponge Cacospongia mycofijiensis, as a microtubule stabilizing agent', *Queenstown Molecular Biology Meeting* (Queenstown, 31 August - 1 September 2010).


Kanakkanthara A, Kivell B M, Northcote P T, Miller J H, ‘Resistance to microtubule-stabilizing agents peloruside A and laulimalide is associated with multiple beta-tubulin alterations’, 22nd EORTC-NCI-AACR symposium on “Molecular targets and Cancer Therapeutics” (Berlin, Germany, 16th – 19th November 2010).


Smith J, Phillips N E, ‘Vulnerability of embryos in benthic intertidal egg masses in New Zealand to summertime ultraviolet radiation and conditions at low tide’, *Society of Integrative and Comparative Biology Annual Meeting* (Seattle, January 2010).

Tam J C, Bell J J, Gardner J P A, ‘Intertidal community differences between Wellington Harbour and Cook Strait: If mussels are so important then where the heck are they?’, *50th Anniversary Conference of the New Zealand Marine Science Society (NZMSS)* (Wellington, 7–9 July 2010).


Wood A R, Gardner J P A, ‘Phylogenetic affinities and biogeographic origins of three endemic limpets from the Kermadec Islands (New Zealand, SW Pacific)’, *17th World Congress of Malacology* (Phuket, Thailand, 18–24 July 2010).


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Bell J J, Hepburn L, Powell A L, Berman J, Smith D J, ‘Variability in an Indonesian sponge assemblage: are dynamic changes being driven by biological interactions or physical processes?’, International Sponge Conference (Girona, Spain, September 2010).


Berman J, Kelly M, Bell J J, ‘Are sponge biodiversity patterns consistent with the bioregions proposed to represent different areas of marine biodiversity in New Zealand?’, 50th Anniversary Conference of the New Zealand Marine Science Society (NZMSS) (Wellington, 7-9 July 2010).


Eckery D C, MacDonald E, ‘Partnering for possums - alternatives to controlling Australians with 1080 poison’, *Zoo Aquarium Association Conference* (Healesville, Australia, 16-18 March 2010).


Gould K S, ‘Developing higher-order thinking in the 100-level classroom’, *The Inaugural First Year Biology Educators Colloquium* (Dunedin, 29-30th November 2010).


Lester P J, ‘Nest size influences the foraging distance and detection ability of red imported fire ants’, *International Invasive Ant Management Workshop* (Darwin, April 2010).


Tan S T, Itinteang T, Vishvanath A, Braesch H D, Day D J, ‘Infantile hemangioma is a developmental anomaly of primitive mesoderm with a neural phenotype and downstream hemogenic endothelium, governed by the renin-angiotensin system’, American Society of Plastic Surgeons’ Meeting (Toronto, Canada, October 1–5 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MBmedSc**


**MSc**


Benton M C, ‘Mitochondrial genome variation and metabolic traits in a Maori community’. 2009.


CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Books

Turner G, North Pole South Pole: The epic quest to solve the great mystery of Earth’s magnetism (New Zealand, Awa Press, 2010), 274pp.

Chapters


Articles


Wylie-Van Eerd B, Damjanovic D, Klein N, Setter N, Trodahl H, 'The structural complexity of (Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3-BaTiO3 as revealed by raman spectroscopy', *Physical Review B*, 82, 104112 (2010).

Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers

Barassi Infante G, Klimsa M, Cairns M, Borrmann T, Kinkel J, 'Polypyrrole/nanostructured calcium silicate hydrate composites as sorbents of perrenate, molybdate', ICSM (Kyoto, Japan, 2010).

Borrmann T, Barassi Infante G, Klimsa M, Kinkel J, 'Inherently conducting polymers as ion-exchangers - expensive but effective', ICSM (Kyoto, Japan, 2010).


Clark K, Berryman K, Cochran U, Bartholomew T, Turner G, ‘Repeated fault rupture recorded by paleoenvironmental changes in a wetland sedimentary sequence ponded against the Alpine Fault, New Zealand’, Fall Meeting 2010 (San Francisco, California, American Geophysical Union, 2010).


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Harvey J, ‘A Ramberg-Baecklund route to Aigialomycin D and designed analogues’, *Pacifichem 2010* (Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, December 2010).


Hendy S, ‘Models and simulations of the growth of carbon nanotubes’, ISSPIC XV (Oaxaca, September 2010).


Hendy S, ‘Models and simulations of the growth of carbon nanotubes’, ANZIAM (Queenstown, February 2010).


Kaiser A, ‘Electronic conduction in different forms of graphene’, International Conference on Synthetic Metals (Kyoto, Japan, July 2010).


MacKenzie K, O'Leary B, 'Inorganic polymers as precursors to engineering ceramics', *3rd International Symposium on SiAlIONs and non-oxides* (Cappadocia, Turkey, June 1-4 2010).

McGrath K, 'Carbohydrate hydrogels: a basis for synthetic nacre', *Recent advances at the bio/abio interface* (Christchurch, June 2010).


Stocker B, Dangerfield E M, Win-Mason A, Timmer M, 'From drugs to adjuvants: carbohydrates and their role in preventing and understanding disease', *Queenstown Molecular Biology Meeting* (Queenstown, New Zealand, August 29-31 2010).


Winch N, Edgar A, 'Photostimulated luminescence from polycrystalline, translucent, and stratified rare-earth dope calcum bromide', *4th International Conference on Optical, Optoelectronic and Photonic Materials and Applications* (Budapest, August 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**

Blackie E, 'Quantification of the enhancement factor in surface-enhanced Raman scattering.' 2010.

Burridge K, 'Gold and silver nanoparticles as high-value colourants and multi-functional entities for natural fibres and minerals.' 2010.


Dawson A, 'High frequency ultrasonic wave propagation in anisotropic materials.' 2010.


Hunter M, 'Measurement and simulation of the nonlocal dispersion tensor in porous media'. 2010.

Malassagne N, 'Emulsion microstructure and dynamics'. 2010.


Tan H L, 'The microstructure and rheology of complex fluids containing Na-caseinate'. 2010.


MSc


Campbell L, 'Aligned nanorods of A1PO4-5 within the pores of anodic alumina'. 2010.


Monahan N, 'Structure and rheology of monodisperse and bimodal emulsions'. 2010.

Taufa T, 'New sesterterpenes from marine sponges from the tropical waters of the kingdom of Tonga'. 2010.


GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT AND EARTH SCIENCES

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MDev**


**MEnvStud**


Quade D, ‘What are the implications for public policy in New Zealand regarding biochar as a climate change mitigation tool?’. 2010.


**MSc**


Creech J B, ‘Extracting reliable paleo-ocean temperatures at southern mid-latitudes during the greenhouse to icehouse transition – A LA-ICP-MS study of the trace element chemistry of Eocene Foraminifera from New Zealand’. 2010.


**MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations

Unpublished Conference Papers


Burne A R, Haywood J, Lester P J, ‘Morphological variation in the endemic New Zealand ant species Prolasius advenus under varying levels of competition with the invasive wasp Vespula vulgaris’, New Zealand Entomological Society’s 59th Annual Conference (Wellington, April 2010).


Reports

Theses
PhD
MSc
Williams A, 'Maintaining matroid 3-connectivity with respect to a fixed basis'. 2010.

PSYCHOLOGY

Books

Chapters


**Articles**


Polaschek D L L, 'What do mental health services offer to people with antisocial personality disorder? A commentary on the NICE clinical guideline', Personality and Mental Health, 4, 1, February (2010), pp. 20-29.


Other Academic Publications


Reports

Denny S, Galbreath R, Grant S, Milfont T, Child Injury Prevention Foundation of New Zealand (Auckland, School of Population Health, University of Auckland, 2010).


Maydell E, Milfont T, Analysis of media coverage of severe physical abuse and/or death and sexual abuse of children in New Zealand main newspapers (Child Injury Prevention Foundation of New Zealand, 2010).


Published Conference Papers

Jackson S, 'I never dress like that: girls’ fashioning selves in a postfeminist landscape', Landscapes of the Self (Evora, University of Evora, 2010).

Jackson S, Vares T, ‘Fashioning the tween: girls’ identity work and clothing consumption’, Teen and Child Consumption (Linkopping Universit, 2010).
Conference Poster Presentations


McClure J L, ‘Why people take more survival actions than damage mitigation actions for Hazards: Is cost the key factor?’, 27th International Congress of Applied Psychology (Melbourne, July 2010).


Unpublished Conference Papers


McClure J L, 'Does cost explain differences in damage mitigation and survival preparedness?', 4th Australasian Natural Hazards Management Conference (Wellington, August 2010).


Milfont T, 'A national, longitudinal study of climate change beliefs in New Zealand', 27th International Congress of Applied Psychology (Melbourne, July 2010).

Milfont T, 'Environmental attitudes: The distinction between environmental preservation and environmental utilization', 32th Interamerican Congress of Psychology (Guatemala City, June 2009).

Milfont T, 'Psychological time and sustainability', The role of environmental psychology in achieving a sustainable future (Rotorua, July 2010).

Milfont T, 'The interrelations between time perspective and the arrow of time', XXth Congress of the International Association of Cross-Cultural Psychology (Melbourne, July 2010).


Milfont T, Hardley J, 'Personality as predictor of pro-environmental attitudes and behaviours', 27th International Congress of Applied Psychology (Melbourne, July 2010).

Milfont T, McCarthy N, 'Spatial and temporal biases in assessments of environmental conditions', 27th International Congress of Applied Psychology (Melbourne, July 2010).


Polaschek D, 'Department of Corrections Programme Deliverers', Department of Corrections Psychological Service conference (September 2010).

Polaschek D, 'Rehabilitation and change: Can better understanding improve evaluation', Department of Corrections Programme Deliverers' Conference (September 2010).
Polaschek D, ‘Treatment, change, desistance and re-entry: The sequel’, *Department of Corrections, Psychological Service Conference* (September 2010).


Weatherall A, ‘Non-alignment in calls to dispute resolution services’, *7th Australasian Symposium on Conversation Analysis and Membership Categorisation Analysis* (Wellington, November 2010).

Weatherall A, Stubbe M H, ‘Affectivity, Affiliation and Alignment during Calls to a Dispute Resolution Service’, *10th International Conference on Conversation Analysis* (Mannheim, Germany, July 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Lun M, ‘Examining the influence of culture on critical thinking in higher education’. 2010.


Vauclair M, ‘What is right? what is wrong? and does the answer tell something about culture? :an investigation into culture and morality using the values concept’. 2010.


**MSc**


McIvor J, ‘Children’s memory for mild emotional information :positive and negative emotional information and associations with temperament’. 2010.


Thrasher S, ‘Collateral damage :a mixed methods study to investigate the use and withdrawal of antidepressants within a naturalistic population’. 2010.

CENTRES AND INSTITUTES

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MODERN LETTERS

Books


Dramatic and Literary Texts


Adam P J, 'All I can hear from here as that Ride song at the party in the Auckland railway station', *Landfall*, 219, June (2010), pp. 64–64.


Adam P J, 'This One Place', *Hue & Cry*, 4, July (2010), pp. 26–27.


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Performances**


Bornholdt J M, *The Curnow Reader: Going West Festival* (Waitakere City, Titirangi War Memorial Hall, 10 September, 2010).


Dahlberg T R, *Four by four* (Raumati South, Valhalla Cafe and Lounge, 14 August, 2010).


Hayes T G, *Poetry at our edge of the universe* (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).


Jenner L, *Four by four* (Raumati South, Valhalla Cafe and Lounge, 14 August, 2010).


Kaho S M, *Poetry at our edge of the universe* (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).


Lane A, *Poetry at our edge of the universe* (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).


Manhire B, The Press Christchurch Writers’ Festival – Five New Zealand Poets (Christchurch, Boaters, Christchurch Town Hall, 12 September, 2010).


Manhire B, Three Great New Zealand Poets (Gore, Eastern Southland Gallery, 6 March, 2010).

Manhire B, Wildes Licht: A German evening with New Zealand poets (Wellington, Goethe Institute, 9 April, 2010).

Manhire B, Yarns in Barns (Carterton, Gladstone Vineyard, 22 May, 2010).

McKinstry K E, Poetry at our edge of the universe (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).

McKinstry K E, Poetry Pik’n Mix (Wellington, The Terrace Bar, 17 October, 2010).

Newport-Watson H M, (Poet), Poetry at our edge of the universe (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).

Newport-Watson H M, (Poet), Poetry Pik’n Mix (Wellington, The Terrace Bar, 17 October, 2010).

Newport-Watson H M, (Poet), Takaka Hill (Wellington, Newtown Community & Cultural Centre Theatre, 3 September, 2010).


Price C, Panel 1; and Home & Away Reading at UTS (Sydney, University of Technology, 1-3 September, 2010). http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/features/home&away/sydney.asp.

Price C, Poetry in Performance (Christchurch, Madras Cafe Bookshop, 31 March, 2010).

Price C, Poetry Pik’n Mix (Wellington, The Terrace Bar, 17 October, 2010).

Price C, Poets to the People (Raumati South, Lambas Cafe, 2 November, 2010).

Price C, (Poet and musician), Trapezing, Chris Price (Wellington, Braeburn Recording Studio, April, 2010), Braeburn 007.

Price C, (Poet and singer), Wrecker’s Song, Chris Price (Auckland, New Zealand Electronic Poetry Centre, March – September, 2010).

Reeve S J, Poetry Pik’n Mix (Wellington, The Terrace Bar, 17 October, 2010).

Thomas R W, Poetry at our edge of the universe (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).

Thomas R W, Poetry Pik’n Mix (Wellington, The Terrace Bar, 17 October, 2010).

Webb-Pullman M J, 5 with 5 (Wellington, Thistle Inn, 21 June, 2010).

Webb-Pullman M J, Eat Your Words Celebration Dinner (Porirua, Cafe Kaisen, Pataka Museum, 3 November, 2010).

Webb-Pullman M J, Poetry at our edge of the universe (Wellington, Bettys, 32 Blair St, 30 July, 2010).


Wilkins D, Short Takes (Auckland, Upper NZI Room, Aotea Centre, 16 May, 2010).
Compositions


Bornholdt J M, ‘Lullaby of Loss’ (May, St Alban’s Anglican Church, Wellington, 2010).

Bornholdt J M, ‘Reading the Body’ (June, University of New South Wales, Kensington Campus, Sydney, 2010).

Bornholdt J M (Consulting poet), ‘This sea we cross over’, NZ Youth Choir (February, Parliament, Wellington, 2010).


Geary D W, ‘Lovelock’s Dream Run’ (May & June, High Schools Tour, from Invercargill to Warkworth, 2010).

Geary D W (Consulting playwright), ‘Mark Twain and Me in Maoriland’ (February, Piano Bar, Wellington, 2010).


Kent E P, ‘The Intricate Art of Actually Caring’ (June, Bats Theatre, Wellington, 2010).


Phillips A P, ‘Death & Taxes’ (December, Liverpool Street, Wanganui, 2010).


Phillips A P, ‘Killing me Softly’ (May, University of Auckland, Auckland, 2010).

Phillips A P, ‘Stiff’ (September, Stradbroke Island, Queensland, 2010).


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises

**Theses**

**PhD**

**MA**
Cockburn R E, 'Someplace for Boys'. 2010.
Head A, 'Tough and Other Stories'. 2010.
McCallum S K, 'We Can Still Afford to Not Make Sense'. 2010.
Palmer C J, 'In Search of X'. 2010.
Salsano M L, 'Skin'. 2010.

**STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE**

**Books**

**Edited Collections**

**Chapters**


Articles


Invited Lecture in Named Series


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers

Belich J C, ‘Keynote Address: ‘Replenishing the Earth’’, (Re)Viewing History: Australian Historical Association Biennial Conference (Perth, July 2010).


Theses

PhD

Lenihan R A, 'From Alba to Aotearoa: profiling New Zealand’s Scots migrants, 1840-1920.' 2010.

**UNIVERSITY TEACHING DEVELOPMENT CENTRE**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Bowden L, ‘Students’ perceptions of the effects of coursework on their development of graduate attributes’, *Higher Education Research and Development Society of Australasia (HERDSA) Conference* (Melbourne, 6–9 July 2010).

Chinlund E, Hall M, ‘Views from ‘Last Resort’: Experiences of Maori undergraduate students who transitioned from tertiary bridging programmes’, *New Zealand Association of Bridging Educators Conference* (Wellington, 29 September –1 October 2010).

Elgort I, ‘Evaluating educational software for institutional adoption: A case study’, *Distance Education Association of New Zealand (DEANZ) Conference* (Wellington, April 2010).

Elgort I, ‘Teaching the teacher: Dealing with complexity through course design’, *European Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning (EUROCALL) Conference* (Bordeaux, France, September 2010).
Elgort I, 'Using priming effects to evaluate L2 vocabulary acquisition', *20th Annual Conference of the European Second Language Association (EUROSLA)* (Reggio Emilia, September 2010).


Hall M, 'Acting with Integrity: Understanding the complexity of Maori academic integrities', *Academic Identities Conference* (Glasgow, 16-18 June 2010).


Sutherland K, 'Constructions of success among early career academics', *Academic Identities Conference* (Glasgow, 16-18 June 2010).


**Reports**